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ORIGIN AND SITUATION

When and how does a town originate in the middle
ages?
A place must fulfil certain conditions as to a specific
position, such as: being favourably situated from a
military-strategic point of view, or lying on important
trade routes, or a place grows into a town because it is
chosen to be the government centre Sometimes there is
a combination of factors as is the case in Flushing. The
city is situated on an essential trade junction, therefore
being of militarystrategic importance.

Talking about the origin of Flushing we should keep
apart Old Flushing, entirely disappeared since 1810, and
later New Flushing. According to the records Old flushing
was situated within the line Boulevard Bankert,
Strandweg, Julianalaan-Vrijdomweg (end) straight on to
Boulevard Evertsen. The remnants have been cleared
when renovating the defence works early in the 19th
century
The first reliable records date back to an episcopal
charter (solemnly written on vellum paper on 28th May
1247). In those days the village had already a church
and a rectory. There was even an infirmiry or hospital
where merchants and pedlars, nobility and soldiery could
repose on their way to Flanders. In 1264 a certain Mr.
Wisse is reported to have recommended the 'steenhuus'
or castle of Old Flushing (of which we are still reminded
by the name of Kasteelstraat) to the care of Aleid, widow
of Jan van Evesnes. (She is the sister of count William
and guardian of Floris V, the later count.) This castle was
situated on the spot where the town hall opened in 1965
was first built During construction of this new town hall
remnants of the former 'steenhuis' were found.

Flushing, city on the sea, the sea both friend and foe.
-grown thanks to the sea, docks, trade
-land recaptured by this very same sea through
  out the ages.

This reminds us of a considerable piece of territory gone
lost in 1439 when the present marine parade was
transformed from back-dike into seadefence wall. The
original coastline stretched approximately from the wind
organ on Nolledike parallel to the fairway as far as
Roeiers mole.

When and how did Flushing arise?
We can't tell exactly. As early as at 620 the chronicles
mention a couple of fisher folk dwellings and a ferry to
Flanders.

On 10th January 1294 count Floris V (of Holland)
purchased Flushing from Wisse Gillesz van Coudekerke.

Old-Flushing about 1264. by P.K. Dommisse.
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Why this count's interest in this region?
Floris V realised quite well that this piece of land was
very important. He saw economic advantages, there was
already a minor fish-harbour, though the situation was
not yet quite approriate. Moreover there was, as
mentioned before, a ferry to Flanders, and from a trategic
paint of view the village was quite well situated
This had all ready been proves by the many skirmishes
between the counts of Flanders and those of Holland in
the eleventh and twelfth century These skirmishes were
about the question who was actually to govern the
islands, in other words under whose control they were to
be reckoned

A different indirect cause was that the Flemish mer-
chants experienced trades damage i.a. because of the
fact that Flushing Folk took over part of their trade -
particularly tot England (wool).
Thanks to the extending trade, fishery and its strategic
situation Flushing gained full interest from count Floris V.
However, Floris V did not live to see the improvement of
the harbour, he was murdered in 1296.

Again a period of struggle followed, both between
potential successors among themselves and the
Flemish. Thus a number of years go by before an other
count, William III may step in This count orders a new
harbour to be constructed between 1304 and 1308. This
becomes the foundation of New Flushing outdoing the
mother-village later on

Name, city-arms, flag

As to the name of Flushing wild tales are about, thus
holy Willibrord with his bottle is said to be accountable.
Even Ulysses with his rambles is lugged in by head and
shoulders. Also the name is said to spring from 'Het veer
aan de Vlesse' (Ferry on the bottle) Let's cut it short, we
just don't know, all stories are guesses!

Directly to the name are the city-arms and flag
These show the bottle. It's not known when this was
introduced first Fact is that as early as the seventeenth
century the Flushing flag (showing bottle) is seen on
maritime paintings.

Certificate of adjudge of the arm of Flushing by the Hooge Raad van Adel
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On 31st May 1817 the Higher Court of nobility grants the
town of Flushing in compliance with her request the
possession of the following city-arms
'Being of gules (= red) charged with a silver jug crested,
enchained and embellished of gold The shield crested
with a crown of gold as well.

The flag was established by decree of the town council
of 31st August 1973.

Administration and jurisdiction
,

Both tasks are anyway until the French period
.'

rather entangled. As a matter of fact the division of
powers was not thought of in those days. Usually the
same persones were concerned in both administrative
and judical matter. Let us try to a certain
extent to disentangle in broad this cobweb of functions.

By privilege of 2nd April 1315 one bailiff, nine aldermen
and two councillors or burgomasters were appointed by
the count (or behalf of him)
Later on we happen to come across councils, i.a. in
1423, but probably the latter did not constitute a
permanent corporation at that time. Such was no the
case before 2nd March 1574. William of Orange then
granted the city a privilege in deference to her courage
demonstrated in 1572. In compliance with this privilege
the corporation consisted of one bailiff, two
burgomasters, nine aldermen and thirteen councillors.
Together they constituted the Court of Mayer and
Aldermen.

The bailiff was, at least ever since 1574, appointed by
the Seigneur of the town, whereas the burgomaster,
aldermen and councillors were appointed by the King
and later on by the Prince of Orange from double
numbers set up by themselves.

The permanent meeting of the court of Mayer and
Alderman was on Saturdays. Then all matters of 'police'
i.e. all matters of daily administration were dealt with.
Since 1574 they were granted the right to make local
decrees. Before then this was the privilege of the
burgomaster and alderman alone The burgomasters
were especially in charge of the expediture of local
income.

Jurisdiction was administered by the burgomasters and
nine aldermen; criminal procedure being committed to
the bailiff. Until 1548 this court administering justice met
twice a week, later on three times a week and since
1570 even four times a week
Appeal against civic judgements was possible with the
Court of Holland.

Under the authority of burgomaster and aldermen
officiated the following committees: the county tri

bunal, the committee of commissioners for minor affairs
(up to 25 Flemish Pounds = Hfl150) and the Chamber of
Insurance and Maritime Law, the Chamber of Insolvent
Estate (under the authority of both burgomasters) and
the Court of Chancery, consisting of one burgomaster
and one of the aldermen.

Both the Court of Aldermen and the committee in charge
of jurisdiction were assisted by a secretary and a
pensionary (= town attorney) The secretary was
entrusted with judicial duties of the corporation, the
pensionary being in charge of administrative tasks, i.e.
counsellor on civil procedures. Still authority was not
distinctly defined.

This system remained in force until the French period.
On 16th February 1795 the free people of Flushing
established rules arranging provisional administration:
one mayer, a court of thirteen representatives and
eleven judges.
Between this year and 1814 the constitution of civic
government changed occasionally. A number of times at
the initiative of the French like early 1808 when the town
of Flushing was incorporated in the French empire, and
after the withdrawal of the English occupation in
December 1809

Jurisdiction was ever since 1808 reserved to the justice
of peace, sub-division of the central judiciary
organisation. This organisation was in operation until
1838. On 1st October of the same year a new
Act on judiciary organisation and the course of action of
administration came into force, which, though some
adaptions were made, still holds good.
Since 7th May 1814 administration of the town was
entrusted to one burgomaster, one vice-burgomaster
and seven councillors appointed by the commissioner-
general to William I. In 1816 and 1824 a number of
modifications were carried through, and finally in 1851
the Municipal Corporation Act was effected. In this act it
was stipulated that:

1. the burgomaster shall be appointed by the King;
2. the   aldermen shall be chosen by the councillors
    among themselves;
3. the councillors shall be elected by citizens entit
    led to vote. This act is still in force. The electorate
    however has substantially increased.

RISE and DEVELOPMENT OF
NEW-FLUSHING

at 1310 -1572
As soon as the Voorhaven (today still the harbour where
the pilotboats are berthed) Koopmanshaven (today
Bellamypark) and Acherhaven (today Spui
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street) had been completed count William III took
effective measures to populate the Village.
The harbour of Old Flushing was dammed up (former
Weststreet, at present Westerstreet) causing the
fishermen of Old Flushing to move to New Flushing. Poor
comfort it was for them that they could berth their fishing
boats closer to their original village.
This forced removal (to keep the pot boilding) and the
count's privileging of the newly established villageby i.a.
granting restricted municipal rights on 2nd April 1315
caused the village to grow fast. In addition shortly
afterwards in 1328 St. Jacobs church was completed,
which-though slightly adapted-still exists.

From what sources were these works paid for?
It is obvious that this could not be done from the revenue
obtained from fishery alone. The construction of the
harbour was paid for from benevolences paid to the
count (kind of taxes). Building the church was made
possible too thanks to the count. As has been mentioned
the population of Flushing made their living mainly on
fishery. Fish was bought in Flushing by 'viscopers'
(fishmongers) from Antwerp and Mechlin, selling their
purchases at the Brabant markets. As early as the
fourteenth century there was trade to England (coal, i.a.)

Privateering
Even in those days we see privateering and piracy, as
appears from the following:
'In 1373 Edward III orders three persons in Kirkley Rode
and one inhabitant of New Castle on Tyne to arrest all
the merchants, vessels and merchandise of Flushing in
Zealand, since a certain Peter Fek, carrying in his vessel
La Aungil (= The Angel) on behalf of a Londoner a load
of 300 quaters what to the value of £ 120 from Yarum in
Tees to Queenshitthe near the London docks,
deliberately sank the Vessel of Gilles Pietersz of Zealand
carrying a cargo of 240 quarters of wheat, 120 quarters
of which belonging to an other Englishman.
Peter Fek made away with the wheat belonging to the
Lodoner'.
On the other hand Flushing traders themselves fre-
quently suffered from foreing privateers too.

Growth
Owing to the success for growth Of -what we call the
present town of Flushing -the harbours in the early part
of the 15th century appeared to be too small. An
extension was necessary. To this end the count
expropriated between 1439 and 1443 eleven 'gemeten'
land from West Souburg Manor with a view to enable the
construction of the Nije, English or Vissers harbourthere.
This harbour was complete

Flushing about 1570. Reconstruction from 1931 by A. ter Meer Derval.
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in 1443 and still exists,
This resulted in the construction of new streets viz,
Nieuwendike and Nieuwstreet next to the then existing
streets around the first built harbours and around the
church, (respectively Molenstreet, Slijkstreet, both sides
of today's Bellamypark, Vrouwestreet and St,
Jacobsstreet, To finance the harbour works Flushing
received an other privilege from Philip of Burgundy (on
20th April 1444) viz the privilege of herring toll: duties to
levy on herring which in the area between Westkapelle
and Welsingehaven (near Rammekens) only could be
sold in Flushingc

Since 1477 Maximillian of Austria grants the town an
extension of municipal rights, This implied that also so
called capital crime, i,e, grave crimes punishable by
death could be sentenced in this town.

Thus Flushing had pretty well developed from hamlet
into a small town carrying on trade to various quaters
taking herring to England with a homeward cargo of wool
and/or coal; to France for raw salt and back with fine
(locally purified) salt or herring; to the Baltic countries
with herring, returning with timber or pitch and tar.

However that among other things this prosperity was a
thorn in the flesh to others was felt by the Flushing folk
when on 22nd May 1485 (Whitsun Sunday) the Sluis folk
crossed the Scheidt in rowing-barges carrying no masts
and invaded Flushing. The bailiff was murdered, many
houses ransacked, various of them set fire to, and a
considerable number of people taken hostage and
deported This was the sign for the Seigneur of Flushing
to fortify the city by means of erecting ramparts and walls
The last still visible remainder thereof is the Bomvrije or
Gevangentower

About the middle of the 16th century the city walls
extended from Roeiershoofd past the marine parade as
far as 'Bomvrije', thence in a north-northeasterly direction
to the spot where we now find the crossing Spuistreet
and Coosje Buskenstreet, further to the corner of
Walstreet, running down to Zeilmarkt and past the
harbour to Oosterhavenhoofd,

Within these walls lived a population of roughly es-
timated 4000
These people made their living on subsidiary activities to
fishery, such as refining the raw salt from France and
Spain, and of trade in hides, peet, whine and cloth, Of
course in those days the town had its own fishmarket, as
well as allowance to hold an annual fair and weekly
marketsc

As a matter of fact the weekly market was held at Grote
Markt, though in those days the place had no

resemblance with today's location. Let's see how things
were proceeding on such a Friday, market day.

The country folk enter the city by the seadike and
Molenwater through Westgate The farmers unharnessing
their horses in Keysersslop (no longer in existence, was
between Bakkersgang and Kaaskadestreet) and in Broer
Aernoutsslop (today Verlorenlandstreet) the farmer's
wives settle down in two lines to arrange their baskets of
fruit, vegetables and butter in front of them
One row stretches from a spot where we now find
Schoolstreet as far as Breewaterstreet. The other one
from approximately where we now find Westerstreet
passing in front of a location where is today's Frans
Naerebout school,
From here to the 'winkels' ('shops', now southside
Breestreet behind corner Bellamypark 37 as far as
'Breehof) stroll corn merchants passing the farmers
showing their sacks of corn trying to get in touch with the
chandlers at the 'Koornmarkt' and finally to settle
business officially at 'de Burse' ('corn-exchange') situated
on the eastside of the market (now the premises on the
northside of Bellamypark between Molenstreet and Spui-
street).

From here on Hoogstreet or Breestreet (now in front of
the police station) the butchers have set up their stalls
according to 'Costumen der Stad' (writtten rules of
Customary Law), the bailiff, burgomasters and aldermen
on their way to the town house (now Bellamypark 37)
because of 'Vrijdagse Rolle"
(Friday Session of the Court), Opposite the butchers'
stalls we see the vendors of fruit or other merchandise
The towns-folk come to buy what they need,

In the evening the market closes and Saturday is spent
to bring the streets in line according to Dutch cleanliness
with the bright Sunday attire of the burghers For
everyman is held to clean the streets on any Saturday
under penalty of five shillings'.

Church
Of course Sunday was a day of rest. Going to church
was of cardinal importance. People went to St. Jacobs
Church, in those days abt 1545 still accommodated for
the Roman Catholic worship, Reformation, however was
on its way for Flushing

Though nearly another 30 years were to go by (1572)
before Calvinism could be preached definitely in
Flushing, earlier efforts were made to preach the 'new
doctrine',

Cultur
From a cultural point of view Flushing held her end
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up too, as appears from the foundation of the Chamber
of Rhetoric 'De Blaeuwe Acolije' in 1530
The Chamber of Rhetoric was a society taking to writing
and reciting respectively performing poetry and plays.
Often they held chorus contests. These contests
advanced the unity of language as well as the political
and religious ideas.

Recession
In 1530 Adolph of Burgundy is Seigneur of Flushing,
Charles V being Seigneur of The Netherlands. After the
death of Charles V, when Philip II is in power, economy
is slowing down not only in Flushing but also in the then
known world.
In the 60's of the sixteenth century many people were
suffering from unemployment and famine. Also Flushing
was confronted with this problem. It was the prelude to
the eighty Years' War.

Now and then trade suffered badly from the skirmishes.
Occasionally the city was forced to allow foreign
garrisons and to provide for them to such an extent that
the own population was denied a lot.
Besides taxes upon taxes were imposed. In short: the
burghers were 'milked out', also owing to the measures
taken by Alva who had arrived in The Netherlands on
22nd August 1567.
In this respect we cannot but reflect taxes; the tenth
penny (= 10 percent on all personal property, suf

fered by the seller) the twentieth penny (= 5 percent on
all the transfer of real estate suffered by the seller) and
the hundredth penny (= one percent laid upon all
property real and personal to be collected instantly, but
to be paid only once.

Furthermore Alva, instead of extending the harbour,
started constructing a citadel in which even more
soldiers would be encamped to control the people. Add
to this the uncomfortable feelings because of the
crushing of preaching the 'new dogma' and it is in every
respect easy to explain why the people rose in rebellion.

1572-1795
Encouraged by the succes of the sea beggars during the
siege of Brille, marked by the rumours that even more
Spanish troops were to reinforce the garrison, and the
social unrest described, the fat was in the fire on 6th
April 1572. It was a spontanuous explosion of pent-up
rage with the entire population. Fire was opened on
vessels bringing new troops. The walloon garrison was
ousted from the city on 13th April 1572, the people broke
away. During this period a Spanish nobleman, Don
Pacheco was murdered. He was hanged in front of the
townhall. A memorial tablet in the pavement of Bellamy-
park (westside) still reminds us of this fact. Through this
the population had embraces the possibility to revenge
on the man they could not lay hands on: Alva.

The construction of the citadel started by Alva was
not completed. To the contrary the building was broken
down, and the available material was used for the
development of the town, which took place after 1572.
The development was necessary for housing the citizens
in the first place, since all lots within the city walls had
been built over and secondly for the admittance of
people arriving from anywhere because of religious
persecution (i.a.the massacre of the Hugenots on Saints
Bartholomew's day in August 1572 in Paris).
This was the first systematic town-development,
Palingstreet as Highstreet, and secondary streets such

as Flessenstreet, Onderstreet and Korenstreet.

A further change taking place in the city was religious
life; the Catholic church, St. Jacobs church passed into
Protestant hands.

That 1572 was not only a turning point for Flushing, but
also for the further development of the newly started
struggle against Spain will appear from the progress of
history.

Said development of the town involved the necessary
extension of the harbours. This was competed at 1581,
the year William of Orange becameSt. Jacobs Church, about 1965.
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Seigneur of Flushing. Both the Prince of Orange and the
city benefited from this fact. Flushing being in the Estates
of Zealand since 1574 William gained more direct
control, which was important for him to carry through his
ideas.

Simultaneously with the development of the town the
construction of the so called 'Prinsenhouse', residence
for the Seigneur of Flushing was started. This residence
was situated between Gravestreet and Oranjedike, and
was destroyed by fire in 1749.

Improvement of economy.
Though we can say that there was an obvious change
for the better as to the economy of flushing a yet
stronger upward trend was experienced by the revival of
shipping since 1585.
Trade from and to England: cloth and beer to Flushing.
salt, fish and farm produce back home. Even as early as
1586 there has been trade with Brazil. The fall of
Antwerp in 1585 was a valuable asset to Flushing. The
town fully profited by her strategic position. The result
was controle of navigation on the Scheidt and thus of
trade. Flushing tried to take over part of the prosperity of
Antwerp.

That the strategic position of Flushing was widely known
is illustrated by the fact that Flushing together with the
fortresses of Rammekens and Brill were asked in pledge
by Queen Elisabeth of England. She wanted this in
exchange for her military assistance to the States
General of the young Republic, who after abjuration of
the sovereign lord (Philip II) in 1581 were looking for
foreign help. This pledge lasted until 1616.

The great prosperity of Flushing is especially em-
phasized by the construction of a new town-hall, similar
to the one of Antwerp. Works of construction were
commenced in 1594. It was a three-story building.
erected in Renaissance style on the spot of the former
Carmelite monastery. Now we find there Frans
Naerebout School on Grote Markt. This school was built
on the foundations of the old town-hall, burnt down owing
to a bombardement by the english in 1809. When
reconstructing the school after World War II this was
clearly visible. In
the meantime as a result of increased shipping and trade
activities, harbour accommodation was insufficient.
Between 1609 and 1614 Prince Maurice allowed
Flushing to extend the harbours by the construction of
the so called also and Ooster harbours. At the same time
the fortifications were strenghtened.

Period of prosperity.
Then we see the greatest period of prosperity of
Flushing. From every point of view the town is doing
considerably well:
fishery, trade to Portugal (spices from the colo

nies), Senegal (gold) Guinea (hides, ostrich feathers,
gold) America, the West Indies, the Sound, etc. New
carpenter's yards (north side Ooster harbour) were
effected, just as ropelwalks (= roperies) owned by
Lampsins brothers. As a matter of fact the East and West
India Company were very popular. One of the first
directors of the East India Company was Jan
Lambrechtsen Coole from Flushing.
He set his merchant fleet sailing to i.a. Guinea. the
Amazon and the Orinoco. Neither should we omit to
mention the settlements (tradingposts) in the
West Indies, America and West Africa.
In this respect we think of Jan de Moor, the Van Peres
and the Lampsins. It was with the latter that M.A. de
Ruyter was engaged for a considerable time. First as a
boy turning the large wheel in the ropery. Later on
working aboard their ships.

Michael was born in Flushing on 24th March 1607 and
was killed in the battle of Syracuse on 29th April 1676.
He was buried in Amsterdam where he lived since 1653
after being appointed vice-admiral of Holland and West-
Fries land by the Admiralty of Amsterdam.

Owing to the many wars in the 17th and 18th century
privateering (or Vrije Nering = 'Free Trade') was

Prinsenhouse, about 1690.
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a lucrative business.
A large number of privateers could regulary be seen in
the harbours during time of war. At the beginning of the
18th century (1702) the crew of such a fleet easily
totalled 3500
That the Flushing privateers were very notorious is i.a.
illustrated by the fact that in the opinion of the Spaniards
in the West Indies privateers and Pitselingos (= Flushing
men) were sheep of one flock

A different, but often readily forgotten branch of trade is
the slave-trade in which Flushing was keenly involved.
Here we are confronted again with the name of
Lampsins. Of 42 Vessels sailing to Guinea in 1769
twenty-two were from Flushing. 18 of them to collect
slaves, and 4 gold.

Throughout the 17th and 18th century a lot of money was
spent on maintenance of the harbour, particularly Ooster
or Ook harbour. In 1688 under the reign of William III,
stadholder, great endeavours on improvement were
made. A hundred years later (after some repairs of the
sluices in 1750) major repairs were effected in 1788. The
harbour acquiring strategic importance had been turned
into naval docks. The French periode was to underline
the significance of this.

Cultural life in the hey-days.
The chamber of Rhetoric’s in the 16th century has
already been mentioned. The grammar-school
(Gymnasium Rep. Flissinganae) also dates back to that
time. Then this school was found in Groenewoud and
existed until approximately 1800. One of the principal
was H. van Royen D. Litt. also once a member of the
Privy Council.

Even among the town-councillors we happen to come
across a poet in the 18th century, he was alderman Jan
Guepin. Better known however are
J. Bellamy, born at Flushing on 12th November 1757,
deceased at Utrecht on 11 th March 1786. In

Town-hall on Grote Markl

commemoration of him in 1880 a memorial tablet was
masoned in the facade of his place of birth.
Also his contemporary Elisabeth Bekker, better known
under the name of Betie Wolff, came from Flushing. She
was born there in the premises Nieuwendike 21/corner
Lombardstreet on 24th July
1738 (this house was destroyed during World War II).
Betje Wolff died in The Hague.
Said Betje is with her friend Aagje Deken one of our best
known 18th century authors. Together with Bellamy they
were fervent patriots. This played both ladies in 1787
nasty tricks. Leaving al their paraphernalia they had to
leave the country helter-skelter after the struggle between
the Patriots and the Orangists, for the time being thanks
to Prussian intervention yielding profit for the latter.
The root of this struggle was i.a. difference of un-
derstanding as to the polity of the State. It would lead
too far to delve deeply into this matter here. But it should
be stated that the controversy between the
two parties had come to a head in Flushing. On 29th and
30th September and on 1 st October 1787 various
houses of the better-off were looted by antagonists.
The ransackers, Orangists, were people belonging to the
lower classes not subsibing the new ideas maintained by
a number of (patriotic) regents.

One more sign breathing the spirit of those days was the
foundation of a 'Nederduitse Leessocieteif ('Low German
Reading Society') in 1764, extended in 1769 to the
'Zeeuwsch Genootschap der Wetenschappen' (Zealand
Society of Reading').
The originators were: David Henri Gallandat D. Litt., Jona
Willem te Water D. Litt. Rev. Justus Tjeenk and Isaac
Winkelman LL.M. Since 1801 the
society has its seat at Middelburg.

At the end of the 18th century gloomy times are looming
for Flushing. On 16th May 1795 it was stipulated by The
Hague Treaty: that Flushing was both in times of war
and peace to be occupied ex

In the middle: Flushing privateer under captain Jarry

with token ship. 1782.
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Betje Wolff (drawing from about 1904).

clusively by a French garrison, that the harbour was to
be of common benefit for both the people of the
Netherlands and France, the use of which was to be
settled by further regulations.

1795-1814.
That paper won't blush, has been proved so often.
Practice however, is mostly just a bit different. Alike in
this case. The French just made believe as if they owned
Flushing. They bluntly ignored the agreements made.
Though Napoleon time after time had promised to watch
the interests of both nations, in 1802 pilotage was
exclusively entrusted to French pilots. In 1803 even the
French proclaimed martial law in Flushing. This was
caused by the outbreak of war with England again, the
result of a still surviving struggle for world domination
between Napoleon and England.

Napoleon wanted to destroy the great economic power
of England. Therefore he had developed a plan to sail a
large naval unit to England to invade the country In this
scheme he had intended the leading part for Antwerp,
being open to navigation again since 1795 after being
blockaded ever since 1585.
Antwerp was to become the naval basis as well as an
important trade centre. Through this trade he wanted to
finance the war again He had also devised the so called
Continental System (in 1806) to

break down the power of England. The system meant:
expropriation of all English property and blockade of the
British Isles. To be sure that this plan could be carried
out it was of course essential that possible obstructions
preventing navigation to Antwerp would be cleared. Why
nog take possession of Flushing himself, for Flushing
might be one of the obstacles. Besides the town could do
the duty of sort of buffer in case of a possible attack on
Antwerp by the enemy Napoleon was fully aware of the
situation over here. He visited Flushing thrice: in 1803, in
May 1810 and September 1811
From the very moment of his first visit he had decided to
turn Flushing into a stronghold. This matter was handled
on a larger scale after annexation of Flushing with
France, together with about 1800 metres in the vicinity
(territory of i.a. Koudekerke and West and East Souburg).
This occurred after the Treaty of Fontainebleau (11th
November 1807) entitleing France the full possession of
Flushing
The department for the maintance of dikes in HoIland
was allowed to carry out only the necessary works on
dikes. (Anyhow, this was self-interest, for the French had
less understanding of this sort of jobs, at least with the
sub-soil we know in this country). Fortification of the
town, however, did not make
such fast progress as Napoleon had hoped

In 1809 the English counter attacked the continent.
Antwerp was their target First they had to pass

Jacob Bellamy (lithography by G. Bas, 1886).
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Flushing. Well now, Flushing has learned. By the end of
July 1809 the English landed on Walcheren and started a
march overland to Flushing. Early August part of the
English fleet had begun the siege of the town from the
sea. This resulted in a terrible shelling of the town in the
night of 13th -14th August 1809. Over 1100 guns fired
both from land and sea their projectiles on the town. A
new weapon of the English, a so called fire-rocket
caused a substantial part of the town to burn down.
Exhausted by the heavy shelling and tired from
extinguishing the many blazes, finally the defenders
surrendered the town. The damage was enormous. Over
350 citizens were killed (the losses by the garrison are
not known); the splendid town-hall of 1594 was lost, two
churches, the barracks, 65 houses and warehouses were
devastated, about 250 houses
were that badly hit that they were uninhabitable. A number
of little squares in the inner city date back to that time,
such as Boterplein and Plein vier Winden.
From 1810 strengthening and extending the fortifications
is taken in hand with combined efforts. For this purpose
houses near the city walls were pulled down, such as the
whole quarter 'Oude Timmerwert' (where we now find the
arsenal). Trees were pulled up, the town was ringed in by
a wide moat with glacis, a ring of crown works and forts
being built on the outside: Fort de Nolle on the west side,
Fort de Ruyter on the east side, and in between Linker
reduite, Midden reduite and Rechter reduite
(Left, Centre and Right Crown works). That's the way
Flushing was to be a first rate fortification, which by order
of Napoleon should be defended to the bitter end in time
of war. For he had never forgiven thd commandant of the
town, general Monnet, surrendering the town to the
English in August 1809.
This fortification was never tried, for owing to the total
surrender of Napoleon in 1814 the French had to quit the
town on 6th may 1814. Therefore the
French period did not end for Flushing before 7th May
1814.

What consequences had that period for the town and
Its Inhabitants?
Being incorporated in the French empire the french
language should be spoken and written at least in
governing quarters. Official documents were bilingual.
Further novelties were: French regulations, registration of
births, marriages and deaths, conscription (instead of
mercenary troops) and not to
forget -the French customs regulations. Consequently
harbur activities, trade etc. stagnated. Privateering had
been made impossible owing to the many blockades by
the English. The result was immense poverty. The
population figure had strongly
diminished. In 1753 still over 8000, in 1805 a number of
7296 and in 1814 only 4700. Moreover the construction
of the fortifications cast the inhabi

tants a fortune. Not only direct in money, but also indirect
for housing and feeding the garrison. On top of all this
the town was flooded in 1808, damaging many houses.
Add to this the cannonade of 1809, then we can imagine
how badly off the inhabitants of Flushing were in 1814.
Nearly everything had been damaged, no work, no
means for recovery.

1814 up to now.
In 1814 once so prosperous Flushing had fallen down to
the state of a beggarly quiet village. A touch thereof is
illustrated by an elaborate petition made by the
provisional burgomaster and council of Flushing to King
William I. A fragment thereof reads:
'and how are we to overcome the miserable state we are
in, a state of complete exhaustion after surviving all the
perils and misery, though liberated from fear of total
downfall? All our funds are totally exhausted, the purses
are dry; the Covernment owing substantial sums of
money to township and citizens, the Almshouses without
subsidy and lac
king everything, in one word, we are in a lamentable
position, and if Your Royal Highness does not see fit to
strain every nerve for our recovery, we are
completely lost'.
Next follows a complete recital of the martyrdom.
However, deliverance was near. In 1814 pilotage is
transferred from Antwerp to Flushing. The navel dockyard
was the next move, all this bringing about a slow recovery.
A further asset was the County Council's exploitation of
the ferry to Breskens from 1828. Thus we see Flushing
gradually struggling out of the consequences of the
French period. The population figure rose to over 10,000
in 1860. But then in the middle of the nineteenth century
there
followed another blow. News broke from The Ha
gue as to centralization: amalgimation of i.a. the Flushing
naval dockyard with the one of Den Heider. It is hardly to
be believed, nevertheless it is true. From the beginning of
the 60's proficient workmen were transfered, others
retired, were placed on half-pay, or were dismissed. In
1866we see the ultimate closing down of the Flushing
naval dockyard. This meant a heavy blow to the popula-
tion. Besides the official abolition of the fortress of
Flushing brought about a worse economic situation. On
the other hand the town was now in a position to break
through the trammels. Pulling down the fortifications
involved work for some time and
provided gain of time to look for other possibilities.
Prudent plans for the development of the town could be
made. Very prudent indeed for the time being, for there
was reduced employment, because of which a poor
economic situation, in short, new impulses were badly
needed. Plainly, this could not be achieved with the
utmost exertion only.
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Industrial development.
The industrial awakening of the Netherlands after
1870 offered more prospects of an economic recovery
for Flushing. Large scale plans were made not only on a
local level: damming up Sloe, construction of the railway
Bergen op Zoom-Flushing and the canal through
Walcheren. The latter works could only be actually taken
in hand after abolishment of the fortress, part of the
fortification grounds being required.
Finally on 8th September 1875 the proper time had
come. Dock and canal works and the railway were
opened with great festivities. Even King William III had
personally come to Flushing for the official inauguration.
Flushing expected much of these new facilities for its
recovery.

All this was reason why for the first time after 1572 new
large scale town development could take place again.
About 1880 i.a. Aagje Dekenstreet and Badhuisstreet
were layed out. Building upon the marine parade was
started. Thus on 26th June 1886 Grand Hotel des Bains
on the dune of Flushing was opened, it was the later
hotel Britannia. This meant a modest stan of the
development of Flushing as a seaside resort.

Facilities.
A fair number of changes took place next to the
economic revival in the second half of nineteenth century
Flushing. In 1861 the gasworks on Wijnbergse kade
came in operation, and in November of the same year
the first streetlighting operated on gas. In 1881 a
concession for the exploitation of a water-works drawing
its water from the dunes was granted. What an
improvement this must have meant: from cistern to water
out of the tap. Particularly when such facillities become
of common use, even in the houses of workmen. In 1893
an other phenomenon showed up in Flushing. It was the
telephone, first owned by a private company, from 1 st
January 1919 run by the Government. This Government
exploitation was the result of the Act on Telegraphs and
Telephones of 1904.

Then, in 1875 there are new prospects of improvement.
Arie Smit from Slikkerveer obtains concession to stan a
ship yard on the former location of the Government yard.
This initially small yard was -as would turn out later on -
to control the further future of Flushing and its
population.

Also the simultaneous arrival of Steam Navigation
Company Zeeland maintaining a service to Sheerness
entailed a lot of activities in the town.

Survey of the fortifications of Flushing about 1812
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Flood in 1808, surrounding Wijnberg quay. (Wijnbergsekade)

A recent novelty enabling Flushing to playa role in
modern time was the introduction of electricity. In 1908
careful efforts had been made to run a municipal
electricity plant, however this was a failure.
On 1 st june 1911 electric lamps were in operation
anyhow. Then marine parades Evertsen and Bankert
have electric street-lighting.
Electrification was the result of the fact that as early as
1907 and 1908 efforts had been made to run an electric
tram. There was already a tram way company, S.A.
Chemin de Fer Economiques Neerlandais. This
undertaking started five runs a day between Flushing and
Middelburg on 10th December
1881 In 885 this company was taken over by S.A
des Tramways a Vapeur Flessingue -Middelburg et
Extensions.
On 31 st May 1910 the electric tramway Middelburg
Market -Flushing public baths was officially opened, and
extended by a city service in Flushing in 1913. After this
tramway had been taken over by Provinciale Zeeuwse
Electriciteits Maatschappij in 1929 the undertaking was
wound up owning to World War II in 1944. After the
liberation the phenomenom tramway did not return.

rable flood plans were made to prevent recurrence in the
future as much as possible.
To this end in 1909 parts of the docks were dammed up:
Koopmans harbour and Achter harbour (to-day
respectively Bellamypark and Spuistreet) and Potte quay
(to-day Wilhelminastreet and Hendrikstreet).
In 1910 Government plans gave rise to a good deal of
controversy abroad. What was the matter? The
Government intended to construct a modern fort
provided with armour-plated cupola near Flushing. This
was to be Fort de Ruyter, located approximately on the
same spot where the former fort of the same name had
been situated
France and England threatened to take steps being of
opinion that these plans constituted a threat on the
neutrality of Belgium.
The Netherlands were thought not to respect this
sufficiently, though the nation was under obligation
according to commitments of 1839.
Germany welcomed the plan greatly and hinted that she
would interfer in the case France and England would do
so.
Nevertheless in 1913 a bill was passed for coast-
defence. Construction of the fort was started early 1914.
In December of the same year buildingactivities came to
a standstill. Completion was never realized, and in 1962
part of the remnants wereFortification.

Let's first go back to the beginning of this century After
1906 Flushing had been struck by a conside
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filled up with debris of World War II pill-boxes. Because
of the construction of this fort our country came near to
being involved in the Great War.

Airfield
Flushing was not only easy to reach by land and sea.
The town had harboured an airfield of its own for about a
quarter of a century. It was located on grounds where the
former Rechterkroonwerk (Right Crown-work) of the
fortification of Napoleon had been situated. At present
occupied by the major part of residence Westerzicht, as
well as the sports-grounds north of President
Rooseveltlaan.

The 30 hectares field was at the end of the Great War
intended for the Royal Navy. The smaller part of it (0.4
hectares) lay on Souburg territory. In March 1926 it was
opened to both civil and military aviation. In 1932 it was
annexed by KLM to the regular service Rotterdam-
Haamstede-Flushing, afterwards extended to Knokke.
This line wasabolished in 1939. Owing to the inundation
of Walcheren in 1944 the airfield was totally destroyed.
Before then it had been bombed by German aircraft. Du-
ring the hey-days of the airfield Mij. 'De Schelde'
(Engineering Works) had even a special aircraft
department constructing i.a. 'Scheldemus'.

Economy
Thus Flushing after 1918 was a gay and bustling town in
every respect.
In 1928 there was a long-continued industrial dispute
with 'De Schelde' (Engineering Works and Ship Yard).
This conflict was in principle a question of pay-rise, paid
holidays and recognition of the trade unions. The parties
often were confronting diametrical. After months and
months again the dispute was settled, though many, both
friend and enemy, are still smarting when thinking of
those days.

In 1931 a long hoped-for wish was fulfilled, extension of
the Outer-harbour; opened with great festivities. In the
same year NV Haven van Vlissingen

(Port Authority) was founded, operating sea-going tugs.
Other industries, such as Vlismar and Steenkolen
Handels Vereniging (Coal Trading Company) had earlier
settled down in this area.
In short: all seemed rosy for Flushing.
Bathing and recreation were abundantly flourishing. On
30th May 1936 a promenade-pier was opened, which
unfortunately did not last long.

This pier was wrecked by the Germans in 1943. The
remnants were removed in 1947.

War
World War II brought trouble again. Once more Flushing
experienced the importance of its 'immensely' favourable
strategic position.
On 3rd November 1944 five anxious years came to an
end. The town was dilapidated and the few inhabitants
still present were left behind in confusion.
Not a single house without damage, either caused by
repeated bombing and shelling, or the sea however
paradoxical it may sound -eventually saving so may lifes.
The majority of the population had been evacuated, the
docks had been destroyed by the enemy before
retreating. A ghost
town remained

Grand Hotel des Bains, about 1900. Local station Flushing near the canal through Wal-
cheren. Built in 1872, destroyed on the 12th of May
1940. 13

Dock quay (Dokkade) with Rammekens gate
(Rammekenspoort) on the right, about 1870. All this is
sacrificed by digging the junction-canal between the
canal through Walcheren and the Navyharbour.
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Electric tram Middelburg-Flushingvice versa near the
lion-stairs (Leeuwentrap).

But ......pretty soon after the end of the war matters
were taken up with great energy, worth of Zealand's
slogan 'Luctor et Emergo' ('I struggle and
Emerge'). Though a number of enterprises of 1940
did not return, such as Vlismar and Steam Ship
Company Zeeland, prosperity of the inhabitants of
Flushing advanced by leaps and bounds. There was
plenty of work everywhere. In the first place naturally with
a view to reclamation, handeled in team-work.
Further with a lot of help and little means rebuilding.

In 1953 the inner city was struck by a flood, the February
disaster, owing to which many lifes were lost in Zealand.
Flushing itself was mourning for three victims. After this
disaster a nationwide Delta-plan was developed to
safeguard the entire seadefence-system, causing
Flushing to be less isolateted. The idea "commuter"
became the vogue here too.

In 1956 the area-development-project South-Sloe came
up for discussion. The result was the construction of new
docks in the area named today Vlissingen-Oost
(Flushing-East).
Many new industries settled down there: Hoechst,
Pechiney, Total and Kon. Mij. De Schelde (Engineering
Works and Ship Repair Yard).

Municipal re-arrangement
On 1 st July 1966 re-arrangement of Walcheren was
effected.
By virtue of this new system the municipalities of
East and West-Souburg and Ritthem, as well as part of
Koudekerke and New & St. Joosland were incorporated
into Flushing.

Owing to the new development-scheme, establishment
of new industries and the better disclosure of the area

the number of population grew readily. From 27.846 on 1
st January 1966 via 34.489 up to about 46.000 in the

1980s as a result of said re-arrangement.

Airfield Flushing, about 1938.

Should we now speak of: consolidation, end of ex-
pansion or a calm-down in anticipation of new
developments?

    Time will show.

Marine parade with promenade pier, 1937.
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Survey of war destruction: in the middle Great Market place (Grote Markt), Breestraat: on the right Breewaterstraat

Survey of new building-quarters of Flushing seen from the canal through Walcheren: the quarters Westerzicht Bossenburgh
and Paauwenburg (1978),
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